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Read this book. I could easily leave my review of Underground America
at that—a three-word directive, heartfelt, impassioned, genuine, urgent.
Read this book. There is of course much more to say, but in an important
sense it is not mine to say. “I am trying to pay attention,” writes Luis Alberto Urrea in the foreword to Underground America. “How can we understand the problem if we don’t listen? How can we fix it if we don’t
understand it?” (3, 4). Elsewhere, when writing about the work of translation and interpretation, I have repeatedly wondered what else there is to
hear, other than that which is most proximately around us. How might
we renegotiate our understanding of the world, through genuine and radically open encounters with perspectives very different, very distant,
from our own? This book asks a different, yet related question: what
might we hear if we were to listen to those most proximately around
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